
AT-HOME 
FUN WITH 
DIY KITS.
CONTENT KIT.



BECAUSE THE 
KITCHEN IS 
THE HEART OF 
THE HOME.
Imagine — bringing together fun, creative at-home 
activities with customized dining experiences that 
forge happy memories associated with your operation. 

Your customers are seeking thoughtfully innovative 
ways to fuel fun at home. At the same time, they are 
sharing more home-cooked meals together. DIY Kits 
are an opportunity to embrace and enhance these 
times of togetherness. These all-in-one boxes inspire 
creativity, cooperation and customization — and 
everything is edible! 

New challenges require new solutions. As the 
market shifts, Rich’s Content Kits are your resource 
for using new trends and preferences to grow your 
business. We’ll share best practices, industry insight, 
digital marketing tips and templates, and product 
recommendations to help you harness momentum and 
go to market with new revenue streams for our new 
normal. This ‘At-Home Fun’ kit will help you get started 
and get the word out with your own DIY Kits.

LET’S BUILD SOME FUN.

BUILD YOUR OWN PIZZA KITS

DIY BAR-B-Q PICNIC KITS

DECORATE-YOUR-OWN DESSERT KITS

DIY BREAKFAST KITS

OF MEALS WILL BE HOME-COOKED 6-12 
MONTHS POST-COVID-19 — A 4% INCREASE 
AND A $50 BILLION OPPORTUNITY 
FOR RESTAURANTS TO PROVIDE HOME 
COOKING SOLUTIONS.1

1 SIMOR-KUCHER & PARTNERS’ ‘THE NEW NORMAL FOR RESTAURANTS: 
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR IN A WORLD AFTER COVID-19.’ STUDY, MAY 2020

37%



STOCK UP. 
DECIDE ON YOUR DIY KITS, AND ORDER THE 
ITEMS YOU NEED TO PUT THEM TOGETHER. 

Design the DIY Kits you want to offer 
Start with options such as Bar-B-Q Picnic, Donut 
Decorating, Customizable Cupcakes and more 

Deconstruct the final application to determine the 
required components 

Determine which steps you’ll take back-of-house, 
and which steps customers will do at home 

Discuss inventory and availability with your 
Rich’s representative and other suppliers 
Order items with simple handling consumers can pull 
off in home kitchens 

Focus on fully finished, or ready-to-finish, components 
that are simply prepped back-of-house 

Consider items that have the stability to handle 
transportation during delivery or pickup 

Packaging solutions for meal components 
Utilize packaging you have on hand. For example, 
condiment cups for different toppings, soup  
containers for icing, etc. 

Larger boxes that can hold every component without 
too much room to shift around during transportation 

Consider your brand's message when weighing 
sustainable options 

Food safety assurances 
Highlight your efforts to decrease the risks of 
food contamination 

Give peace of mind with tamper-proof seals or stickers

YOUR 
DIY KIT 
CHECKLIST.
Your customers want to bring home delicious fun in 
a box. You want on-trend, differentiating, takeaway 
solutions that minimize back-of-house labor while 
growing your business. Where to start? Right here, 
with our DIY KIT checklist.

You know your business, capabilities, strengths, 
and limitations better than anyone. Use this list 
as an inspiring launch point and customize it to 
fit your unique needs.



DIGITAL ADVERTISING. 
REFER TO DIVE INTO DIGITAL, OUR 
DIGITAL MARKETING TOOLKIT, FOR 
HOW-TOS AND BEST PRACTICES.

Create a DIY Kit menu calendar 
Consider seasonal foods and holidays 
to keep offerings fresh 

Update your website/Facebook 
Feature your new DIY Kit with 
banners and pinned posts 

Ongoing social media posts 
Regularly highlight all your new offerings 
across multiple platforms 

Ongoing email campaign 
Build your list through in-store opt-ins or 
on your website and social media 

Utilize local digital platforms 
Be visible on the resources your customers rely on

ONLINE ORDERING 
& DELIVERY. 
ENSURE THAT YOU’RE UPDATED ACROSS ALL 
ORDERING AND DELIVERY PLATFORMS. 

Add DIY Kit images, descriptions 
and prices 
Consider pop-up functionality at check-
out to encourage add-ons

YOUR STAFF. 
TRAIN YOUR STAFF ON THE DIY KIT 
CONCEPT AND AVAILABILITY. 

Encourage upselling 
Ex. “Would you like to add one of our Decorate- 
Your-Own Donut Kits for dessert?” 

Reinforce visible signs of food safety 
Wear gloves even when handling pre-packaged 
products

PRINT ADVERTISING. 
YOU NEVER KNOW WHOSE EYE YOU 
MAY CATCH. 

Post on-site signage, indoor and outdoor 
Alert passersby so they think of you when trying to 
figure out the next meal or activity 

Place near doors and registers to inspire impulses and 
add-ons during pick-ups 

Include flyers with orders 
Offer promotions for add-ons or future discounts to 
create loyalty

PROVIDE INSTRUCTIONS. 
ASSEMBLY IS REQUIRED, SO PROVIDE THE 
INSTRUCTIONS THEY NEED. 

Provide printed instructions 
Keep them simple, with a step-by-step structure 

Use your brand's voice and design elements 

Utilize space for cross-promotion or discounts that 
keep them coming back

Call out any allergens 
Reference Rich’s fact sheets for each product code

https://richsfoodservice.com/digital-tools/


BAR-B-Q PICNIC

IF YOU BUILD IT, 
THEY’LL HAVE FUN.
PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS.
It takes the right combination of products to make your DIY Kits work. 
Rich’s vast portfolio has all the puzzle pieces you need to make your DIY Kits 
convenient for you and fun for your customers.

Click the Rich’s products featured to learn more.

++ +
Popular Proteins, such as Rich’s Pulled Beef Brisket PC 
09800, Pulled Pork PC 09750 and Pulled Chicken 09822

Classic Side DishesSlider Rolls, such as 
Rich’s Baked Sweet 
Yeasty Dinner Rolls 
Dough PC 09817

Individually Wrapped 
Desserts, such as Rich’s 
IW Fully Baked Gourmet 
Sugar Cookie PC 08348

COFFEE BREAK

+ +
Hot Beverages, such as 
Coffee or Hot Cocoa

Whipped Toppings, such as Rich’s On Top® Original 
02559 and On Top Soft Whip 09229

Fully Finished Sweet Treats, such as Rich’s Our 
Specialty® Carrot Cake Sweet Middles PC 04903

BUILD YOUR OWN PIZZA

++ +
Pizza Dough or Crust, such as Rich's Ready-to-Stretch 
White Sheeted Pizza Dough PC 17095 or Fresh 'N Ready 
Thin PC 17040

Shredded MozzarellaYour Favorite 
Pizza Sauce

Customized Toppings!

DONUT DECORATING

+ +
A Variety of Donuts, including Rich’s Plain Cake Donut PC 50065 
and Chocolate Cake Donut PC 12655

Icings and Glazes, such as 
Rich’s Allen® Superior Set 
White Icing Bags PC 03837

Exciting Toppings and 
Finishers — Sprinkles, Cookie 
Crumbles, Candy and More!
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FIND MORE DIY KIT INSPIRATION AND 
FULL PRODUCT RECOMMENDATION LISTS 
AT RICHSFOODSERVICE.COM/DIY-MEAL-KITS

DESSERT KITS

PARFAIT PARTY KITS

PERSONALIZABLE DESSERT PIZZA KITS

+

+

+

+

+

+

Fully Baked, Allen Chocolate Cupcakes PC 03499 and 
Rich's Allen Yellow Cupcakes PC 03474 

Pipeable Layers, such as Rich’s Cheesecake PC 16927 or 
Chocolate Dessert Whips PC 17473

Cookie Cake Base, such as Rich’s 12” Chocolate Chunk Message 
Cookie PC 08988 or Allen 12" Brownie Message Cake PC 18244

Pipeable Topping, such as 
Rich’s On Top Mallow PC 
10436 or Bettercreme Perfect 
Finish Vanilla PC 11849

Whipped Topping, such as Rich’s 
On Top Chocolate PC 16462

Whipped Topping, such as 
On Top Color Craze Unicorn 
PC 17989

Candies, Sprinkles and More!

Layers of Fun, such as Berries, 
Cookie Crumbles and Grahams!

An array of Sprinkles, Confetti 
Candy and More!

https://richsfoodservice.com/products/16927/
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INSTAGRAM 
INSPIRATION.

Short supporting copy 
relating to the post.

Drive viewers to visit your 
website (link in bio), like 
and share.

Key search terms that help 
users interested in your topics 
discover your content. Use 5-11 
hashtags for best engagement.

Keep visuals clean and 
engaging with minimal 
text. Use carousels to 
show multiple offerings 
or flavors.



FACEBOOK 
INSPIRATION.

Create cravings through compelling videos 
and images, or share other posts to increase 
engagement. 

Drive viewers to visit your 
website, like and share.

Key search terms that help 
users interested in your topics 
discover your content. Use 5-11 
hashtags for best engagement.

Short supporting copy 
relating to the post.



EXAMPLE 
EMAIL.

Subject Lines are the first thing recipients 
see in their inbox. To maximize opens, excite 
them about how the opportunity inside will 
make their life easier.

Body Copy is brief text that shares 
important details and reasons for the 
reader to get excited and take an action.

Your Call To Action is a 
strong, direct prompt for your 
recipients to act — typically 
linking to your website, 
social media pages or online 
ordering portal. 

Banners are visually 
impactful images 
and/or headlines that 
highlight the main 
content of the email.



DISCOVER MORE 
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS. 
INTERESTED IN MORE DIGITAL TIPS AND TRICKS? 
CHECK OUT ADDITIONAL CONTENT KITS, ALONG WITH 
RICH’S DIVE INTO DIGITAL TOOLKIT, A COMPREHENSIVE 
RESOURCE THAT INCLUDES HOW TO GET STARTED 
ON SOCIAL, BEST PRACTICES, INDUSTRY INSIGHT AND 
MORE DIGITAL GUIDANCE TO INSPIRE ACTION ONLINE.
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Building Your Digital Brand
Content Creation —
Photography

Content is the heart of 
social media marketing. It’s 
your posts, your photos, 
your status updates. The 
best way to grow and retain 
your customers is to post 
quality content. 

Consistent visual style 
minimizes content creation 
costs and elevates brand 
awareness. Adhering to 
photography best practices, 
and defining your brand’s 
creative approach, can 
enhance awareness to a 
point where a customer can 
see one of your photos and 
know it is yours.   

When composing your 
shots, consider a variety of 
digital needs (social posts, 
emails, recipe website 
banners, POS, etc.). Shoot 
multiple versions with 
different framing to save 
time and costs. 

VISUAL APPEAL NEW ANGLES

EMBRACE FILTERS UTILIZE NATURAL LIGHT USE PROPS

Compose your images to excite and inspire. 
Change the camera angle, bring in a hand or 
a utensil, bring the viewer to the table.

They can help your photos pop, and you can 
adjust colors and levels to make your shots 
look even better.

Always avoid flash and harsh 
overhead lights that can wash 
out your food.

A spoon in a bowl of soup, a cup of coffee 
next to a donut, candles on a cake all 
transport customers to the moment you 
can create for them.

Above all, your food imagery should look appetizing. 
Proper lighting, setting and freshness of the dish 
add up to stirring cravings. Unflattering lighting, a 
setting where you wouldn’t want to eat, or a dish 
that looks like it’s been sitting out too long can turn 
customers off.

HIGHLIGHT APPLICATIONS

Ensure the proper amount of contrast between the 
application and background. Small details add contrast 
to your shots and enhance visual appeal. For example, 
if you’re shooting something like soup, garnish it with 
herbs or a fresh baked roll. Add whipped topping to 
sorbet. Avoid showing product packaging and brands. 

DIVE INTO DIGITAL: 
SOCIAL MEDIA & DIGITAL 
MARKETING TOOLKIT.
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